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The future of food is a fascinating subject
and even more so because of concerns
about appealing to consumers. The topic
receives a lot of media attention: data
and figures are circulated with the latest
scientific and technical innovations are often
presented as THE solution to feed the world,
but there is a lack of critical perspective to
help sort through these announcements and
prophecies.
The aim of this article is to divide the main
challenges into four key themes: Will we be
able to feed the world in 2050? Who will be
making meals? Will food become our best
medicine? How far will transparency go as it
increasingly involves the entire system, from
field to fork?
Many start-ups and major groups have
assessed future mutations and are already
offering new products and services. But
other very different innovations are still
being tested in research centres and
laboratories. To get to the market launch
stage and beyond that to mass distribution,
they must prove their efficiency and
profitability and convince consumers. Don’t
forget that consumers are more or less
open to innovation and changes to eating
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behaviours can take time. This social and
anthropological dimension must be taken
onboard.
In this article, everything mentioned is
real and already in development (or
being researched) except the items in
the “Elements for 2030” section, which are
projections often based on real facts. This
section, sometimes a little bit exaggerated,
is specifically designed to generate a
reaction. After all, the future of food will be
what we (as consumers) want, the future
we are looking for.
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Weak signal

The American meat giant Tyson, Bill Gates,
Richard Branson and Cargill have invested in
the Californian start-up Memphis Meat which
is announcing the market launch by 2021 of
its chicken “grown” in a lab from stem cells.
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+ 32% and + 48%

By 2050, demand for food will have increased between +32%
and +48% according to different demographic and socioeconomic scenarios2

20 litres d’eau

20 litres of water are required to produce a beef steak
(volume of freshwater captured in surface water and water
tables needed to feed the animals, plus irrigation for fodder
crops for the animals and water used to process the meat). 4

Greenhouse gas

Livestock farming is responsible for 14.5% of greenhouse gas
emissions. 5

2,5 to 10 kg

2.5 to 10kg of plant protein are required to produce 1kg of
animal protein, depending on the type of meat and the
farming method. 6

Vegetarian

29% of Indians, 14% of Brazilians and British, 7% of Germans
and Canadians, 6% of Italians, 3.3% of Americans and 3% of
French say they are vegetarian. 3

Wrold’s population

The world’s population should grow from 7.6 billion in 2017
to 8.6 billion in 2030 and 9.8 billion in 2050, according to the
latest projections from the United Nations.1
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7 OCDE Data, Meat Consumption https://data.oecd.org/
agroutput/meat-consumption.htm

According to the United Nations medium variant population projections, there will be 2.2 billion more people living on the planet in 2050. Food
demand therefore should increase proportionally or even more because,
at the same time, food behaviours are changing. Most countries are
already committed, at various stages, to initial nutritional transition. This
means diets with a higher calorie content, less cereals and vegetables and
above all, replacing plant calories with animal calories (meat, milk, eggs).
It is the result of economic growth and changing lifestyles associated with
urbanisation and freer trade. Meat consumption in China grew from 15kg
per person per year in 1986 to 50kg in 20167 .  . It is still far behind the levels of
consumption in developed countries (97kg per person in the US), but these
trends forecast a quick catch-up.
So future food demand will depend on many factors beyond mere
demographic growth: change in income (and income allocation), scale
and pace of nutritional transition, etc. According to alternative scenarios
based on SSPs (Shared Socio-economic Pathways) used in many forecasts including those of the GIEC on climate change, the increase would
be between 32% and 48% between 2010 and 2050:

8 Christophe Gouel & Houssein Guimbard, “Nutrition
Transition and the Structure
of Global Food Demand”, CEPII
(Centre d’études prospectives
et d’informations internationales) Working Paper, March
2017, 30 p. http://www.cepii.fr/
PDF_PUB/wp/2017/wp2017-05.
pdf

Change in food demand between 2010-2050 (%)
SSP3 Fragmentation

48

Scénario tendanciel

46

SSP2 Middle of the Road

40,8

SSP4 Inequality

35,5

SSP5 Conventional development

35,4

SSP1 Sustainability

Source : CEPII 8

31,8
0
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From a more exaggerated yet informative angle, calculations show that
protein demand would increase by 78% if the entire population of 2050
reached the higher consumption levels observed today in developed
countries. On the contrary, it would drop by 13% if the entire population was
happy with the necessary intake for a sedentary adult (2,000 calories a day
including 10% protein) 9 .
The future evolution of eating behaviours, particularly the amount of
animal protein on plates, is key to the future food equation. Will emerging
and developing countries, especially the most populated like China, India,
Indonesia and Sub-Saharan African countries, follow the Western model?

The rise of new diets

For now, geographic and cultural differences put the universal transition theory into perspective. India in particular, with 29% vegetarians
(essentially for religious and political reasons), does not follow this pattern.
Japan’s figures for meat consumption are far lower than its economic
development (36kg per person per year), however it has a high level of fish
consumption. Brazilians eat far more steak and chicken than 10 years ago,
but it’s the opposite for the population of Nigeria.
In the future, a linear change is not therefore the most probable, especially as the middle and upper urban classes in emerging countries are
adopting new lifestyles faster, lifestyles circulated globally by the media,
social media and international travel. Today, affluent Millennials in Beijing
and Shanghai want to reduce their meat consumption and the Chinese
government has encouraged the population to reduce it by half, for public
health reasons. Similarly, the activism of organisations in Brazil would indicate that vegetarianism is becoming more popular.
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Diets that exclude some - even all - animal products have witnessed
increased interest in developed countries over the last few years. The number of vegetarians (who do not eat meat or fish) may still be low and that
of vegans (who refuse any product of animal origin including dairy, eggs or
even honey) still marginal, but growth has been observed in many countries. Furthermore, these diets concern a higher proportion of young people
which would indicate that there could be changes linked to generational
transition. The number of flexitarians (people who reduce or limit their meat
consumption) has reached a third of consumers in several countries. Animal welfare and ethics are generally mentioned as the main motivations
for vegetarians, along with the environmental impact of animal farming.  

Environmental consequences of farming

Farming methods are very varied around the world, from the American
feed lots, where beef are quickly fattened in pens with corn, to extensive
herding in Argentina and mountain pastures in France. Environmental
impacts are therefore just as varied. The FAO estimates that livestock farming produces 14.5% of the world’s GHG emissions, taking into account the
production of cattle fodder, processing, transport, etc. On the other hand,
livestock farming contributes to the storage and maintenance of a huge
carbon pool in soils thanks to the prairies, which partly offsets these emissions.
In a context of the world’s increasing food demands, animal farming is
controversial because the yield from the animals’ plant transformation
is generally low. However, livestock also eat plants that man does not eat
directly like grass and crop residue. What they eat (grass, soya, rapeseed
and sunflower cake, cereals, co-products, etc.) therefore changes this
yield.
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Quantities of plant protein required
to produce 1kg of animal protein
Kg of protein
(incl. grass)

Kg of protein
also eaten by people

chiken

2,7

2,1

pork

3,3

2,6

beef

9,9

0,9 to 3

Source : Huygue, 201510
Industrial farming is also one of the causes of deforestation by soya farmers in South America that is threatening the Amazon rainforest.

Increasingly realistic substitutes

Animal product substitutes have been developed over the last few years
and are getting closer and closer to the originals. We are currently approaching the third generation of meat substitutes; the first comprised products very distant from the real thing, from Asian culinary traditions, like
tofu and seitan. Originally only available from specialised stores, they were
mostly eaten by vegetarians. The second generation involved products
imitating the shape of meat like vegetarian meatballs, sausages or steaks
made from soya that can be found in most supermarkets today. The third
generation of meat substitutes arrived in 2013. It involves products that
are trying to replicate meat as closely as possible in terms of shape and
also flavour and texture, to the point where confusion is possible (certain
food critics were mistaken during the blind tests). The result of extensive
R&D projects, they are made with textured plant proteins using the protein
extrusion technique. They can be cooked like meat and used in the same
recipes. These products were designed for flexitarians primarily as they
require no change to their diets and are easy to use. There were developed
by start-ups like Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods which raised hundreds of millions of dollars from investors like Bill Gates or Google and are
today sold in supermarkets and restaurants in the United States, Canada,
the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
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The substitution movement has extended to dairy products (alternatives
to milk, yoghurt, butter and cheese made with almond, soya, coconut, rice,
quinoa, hemp, lupin, pea, etc.) and eggs, and is starting to embrace seafood (fish, crab, prawns). The nutritional composition of these substitutes
(protein, calcium, amino acid content, etc.) may not be comparable to the
original products, but they are nevertheless continually increasing their
market share. And they do not only concern developed countries. Several
start-ups have appeared in emerging countries: Brazil and China and also
India.

New sources of alternative proteins

To meet growing food demand and to reduce the negative environmental impact of livestock farming and solve the issue of animal welfare,
new alternative sources of protein are currently being explored. Seaweed,
algae, insects, in vitro meat or cellular farming, not forgetting the huge
diversity of plant proteins...each has its advantages and disadvantages
and their potential remains to be seen.
- Microalgae
Around twenty varieties of microalgae are grown throughout the world,
half in Asia (in France, only 4 are authorised for human consumption: spirulina, odontella, chlorella and Tetraselmis chui). They are interesting because
of their high protein content (spirulina has 60 to 70% compared to 40% for
soya and around 30% for beef) but also their vitamin, mineral and amino
acid content.
Nutritional content of spirulina :

3

interesting
pigments

Phycocyanin,
Beta-carotene, chlorophyllz

3

minerals

source Algae Natural Food
http ://www.algaenatural-food.com/produits/

iron, magnesium,
calcium

9

vitamins

A - B1 - B2 - B3 - B6 B8 - B9 - B12 - E…
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The advantage is that their production (grown in open or closed pools or
in photobioreactors or fermenters to increase productivity) does not mean
they are competing for farmland and they grow very fast.
Fruits & seaweeds drink
– Ino, Algo

source stockfood

In the West, microalgae was, until recently,
mainly sold in specialised stores as pills,
powders or sprinkles to add to food. They
are becoming increasingly used as an
ingredient in the form of a powder to add to
food like pasta, biscuits, drinks, snacks and
desserts. They are beginning to be used
to make substitutes for meat (seaweed
bacon, spirulina burgers), eggs (in mayonnaise-type sauces) and even seafood (faux
salmon, prawns and caviar).

Vegan burger

Unlike in Asia, microalgae is not part of the Western culinary repertoire,
but consumers in these countries are pretty open to the idea and combine them with a healthy diet. However, they are not without health risks. In
France the ANSES (National Food Safety Agency) highlights that products
containing spirulina may be contaminated by cyanotoxins or bacteria and
recommend using well-controlled supply channels. Furthermore, the production of microalgae requires a lot of energy to heat the growing pools
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and for harvesting and drying, which reduces the environmental advantage of these proteins. Finally, production costs are still high and investments significant.

Sale price of spirulina and chlorella
by production zone (price/kg)
source D&Consultants Study
Report – December 2017
http ://www.bretagne.bzh/
upload/docs/application/
pdf/2018-05/letude_sur_les_
microalgues.pdf
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- Insects
There are over 2,000 edible species in the world and two billion people
(essentially in Asia, Latin America and Africa) incorporate them in their
diet be it occasionally (some because of famine, others as a luxury dish)
or regularly. Insects also offer nutritional advantages. Mealworms and
crickets are on equal footing with meat in terms of protein and can have
a high lipid content (particularly essential fatty acids). They are also rich
in omega 6, vitamins B2 and A and iron. Several hundred start-ups around
the world (particularly in North America) launched insect-based products
in the early 2010s and offer them whole (as a snack) or processed as flour
and incorporated in snacks, biscuits, energy bars, pasta and also bread.
The proportion of insect protein is therefore quite low. More recently, they
have been launched on the market in a few countries as an alternative to
meat in the shape of steaks for burgers or meatballs.
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For the moment, Western consumers seem rather averse to the
idea of eating something that is, for
a lot of people, more repulsive than
appealing. This reluctance reduces
a little when the insect is not visible,
but even people ready to try the
product “at least once” are not
planning to include insects in their
everyday diet. In countries where
Insects burger – Les Fruits de Terre
insects have been eaten for a long
time, like caterpillars in Burkina-Faso, silkworms in China, ants in Columbia
and water beetles in Mexico, the question of acceptability is also relevant;
with urbanisation and economic development, younger generations tend
to move away from traditional practices.
Insects are often highlighted for their environmental advantages compared to livestock farming because during their lifetime, they generate
very little greenhouse gas, consume little water and their small size and
fast growth helps economise on land. However here again, analysis of the
entire life cycle of industrial insect farming puts these advantages into
perspective. Depending on the season and the location of these farms, the
buildings need to be heated or air conditioned and the air must be regularly refreshed. Furthermore, processing insects into flour requires several
stages (cleaning, bleaching, cooking, pressing, drying, crushing) that are
energy intensive. Their importance also depends on how they are fed; if
they are given a raw material that can be directly eaten by people, then it
is low or zero. However, if we can feed them with food waste or farming and
food industry co-products, the initiative becomes more virtuous. But that
presents food safety concerns. Edible insects contain similar allergens to
shellfish and can be contaminated by parasites, bacteria or fungi.
Insects may be an interesting direction for animal feed, for example to
replace fishmeal used in aquaculture which consumes one third of the
world’s fishing volumes, and also soya, which is often imported. In this vein,
insect biorefineries have been built recently in South Africa, the United
States, the Netherlands and also France. But one of the major challenges is
reducing production costs.
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- Lab-grown meat
In 1936, Winston Churchill predicted that “in fifty years, we shall escape
the absurdity of growing a whole chicken in order to eat the breast or wing
by growing these parts separately under a suitable medium.” Synthetic
biology advances are not far from making this prediction possible. In 2013,
scientists at Masstricht University under Prof. Mark Post managed to grow
cow muscle cells in Petri dishes with a sufficiently rich culture medium
to enable them to multiply (with hormones, growth factors, foetal bovine
serum, antibiotics and fungicides). The proliferation of stem cells helped
generate muscle fibres, not yet strictly speaking meat, which is a muscle
combining organised fibres, blood vessels, nerves, connective tissue and
fat cells. Furthermore, production costs (corresponding to several years of
research) were prohibitive.
Several start-ups have explored this route, one of the most advanced
being Californian Memphis Meats which announced in January 2016 the
successful laboratory production of a beef meatball and, in March 2017,
duck and chicken. It has found a solution that dispenses with foetal bovine
serum, until now required for growing in vitro cells (very expensive and in
contradiction to the idea of not using livestock).
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In Israel, Aleph Farms says it is capable of reproducing the structure of
meat by using 3D technology to create tissue more complex than its competitors. MosaMeat, a Dutch company working on Mark Post’s research,
affirms that it has drastically reduced production costs for its beef burger.
In Japan, Intergriculture, supported by the government, is working on an
alternative to foie gras. Most of these start-ups envisage a market launch
for their products by 2021, if they receive authorisation from the competent
authorities in the countries concerned. These artificial meats will probably
first be tested in high-end restaurants before being more broadly available.
Lab-grown meat may liberate farmland and avoid slaughtering livestock, but its environmental impact is not really understood yet (water
consumption, greenhouse gas emissions from industrial production). Most
importantly, consumer attitudes to what is perceived as “unnatural” may
complicate distribution of this innovation, even if cultural difference will no
doubt have a role to play: only 7% of French consumers say they are interested by eating cultured meat, 16% of UK consumers, 18% of Germans, but
34% of Middle East residents and as much as 43% of Chinese people ( Kantar TNS, FOOD 360™ 2018).
Synthetic biology is also used by start-ups to produce alternatives to
milk and eggs. The gene for a given protein is identified and cloned in a
micro-organism like yeast which then produces it through a process similar to beer fermentation. This technique uses CRISPR genetic printing tools
but the products obtained are not considered to be GMOs (genetically
modified organisms). However, consumers will probably associated them
with GMOs.
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- Plant proteins
Plant proteins are a source of innovation that is still far from being completely explored. Beyond soya which is already heavily employed to manufacture faux steaks, sausages and nuggets, peas, chickpeas, hemp, lupin,
rapeseed and many other plants, available locally depending on the
region, are currently the subject of research programmes to develop new
ranges of food products.
Tereos for example, the leading French sugar group, presented in 2017
its Sauté Végétal which combines wheat and chickpeas and resembles
chicken pieces.

Grilled chickpeas – Chiche

Beyond their protein content, pulses (lentils, chickpeas, peas, beans, etc.)
are interesting environmentally because they capture nitrogen from the
air and enrich the soil, helping reduce the use of fertiliser and therefore
greenhouse gas emissions.
Every type of plant protein has its advantages in terms of flavour, texture
and nutritional profile, so they will be increasingly combined together, particularly cereals and pulses that complement each other well.
In addition, many plants can provide protein, if it can be extracted and
purified. Current research includes Rubisco (a protein extracted from
vegetable waste), Lemna or duckweed (grown in pools like microalgae),
Moringa, proteins from various mushroom varieties, etc. For all these alternatives, the concern is whether their production on an industrial scale will
be economically profitable and if their taste will be accepted by consumers.
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Over the last few years, huge sums have been invested in researching
alternatives to animal products to solve the equation of future food safety
and to no longer have to farm and slaughter animals. Certain alternatives
are already on the market, others are in the pipeline. In any event, to avoid
being niche products they must be financially accessible, prove their environmental advantage and not be too distant from consumer food habits.
Another concern is how they these alternatives will be eaten, in what
form. For some, substitutes realistically imitating meat or fish do not represent a transition towards a more plant-based diet where we would no longer need these references. Vegetarians are already successfully balancing their meals, finding combinations that exist in traditional dishes from
Indian (lentils and rice in dhal) and Mediterranean diets (bulgur wheat and
chick peas in couscous). This transition can also happen by increasing animal protein and plant protein hybrids (for example sausages made with
pork and chickpeas).
But alongside changing food models, the time dedicated to everyday
cooking is falling in many countries, as is the duration of meals. Meals are
increasingly replaced by snacks which need no preparation and can be
eaten whilst doing something else (commuting, for example). The rise of
snacking, which varies greatly depending on the country, must therefore
lead to alternatives to animal proteins in the future with radically new products. Liquid meal substitutes or bars are beginning to be developed, like
Soylent in the United States or Feed, Vitaline or Smeal in France. Other innovations in various forms that combine taste, texture, protein content as well
as nutrients and vitamins are expected: bites, sticks, powders to add to
smoothies or other drinks, flours to make cakes or pasta, sprinkles to sprinkle on dishes, etc.
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There is not just one consumer; there are
many consumer profiles. Each one represents
one or rather several alternatives in different
forms:
• A very sporty person who controls their nutritional intake everyday will
focus more on protein powders to make drinks (like smoothies / milkshakes) by alternating or mixing different proteins (peas, chlorella, insects,
etc.) or possibly tailored to his own specific nutritional requirements.
• A hearty eater who is flexitarian will opt for faux meat cooked rare or very
realistic sausages, presented in traditional dishes (sauerkraut, burgers,
etc.).
• A vegetarian cooking fan will make his own pulse steaks or almond milks,
coconut yoghurts and other items.
• A gourmet flexitarian will opt for spending more on real, pure-bred meat
certified by a quality label, from a specific place, possibly aged, that he
will save for special occasions.
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Differences between countries (cultural,
regulatory, farming resources, etc.) must also
be taken into account. We can imagine that
in 2030:
• In vitro meat will be authorised in some countries (China, Israel, United
States) but not all, like GMOs today
• In one of these countries (China for example), it will be so widespread
that, conversely, “traditionally” farmed products will have a “not in vitro” or
“natural meat” label to help consumers distinguish between the two
• In a Scandinavian country, the government will have introduced a tax
on red meat to reduce consumption (so the inhabitants of this country
import it secretly from neighbouring countries and cross-border traffic
will develop)
• In another European country, the minister for sustainable development
will have imposed a red meat ration card, limiting consumption to 500
grams per person per month and every citizen must present the card
when buying meat at a supermarket, butchers, restaurant or canteen
(which will lead to the appearance of clandestine meat restaurants like
speakeasies under American prohibition).
• In Africa, edible insect farms will be developed along with processing
tools for flour and food, to improve food safety
• In Asia, microalgae production on rooftops will develop in major cities.
Spirulina noodles served with vegetables or in soups will be sold on street
food stalls.
• In Ireland, France, Spain, Italy, Australia and New Zealand, we will be able
to buy carbon neutral meat (the GHG emissions will be reduced as far as
possible and what remains will be offset by tree plantings, etc.).
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The kitchen of the future:
digitally assisted home cooking
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Weak signal

Restaurant employees in Las Vegas
casinos threatened to strike to expose their
progressive replacement by robots. 11
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Home Minis to every American household,’ says analyst,”
Fast Company, 28 June 2018
https://www.fastcompany.
com/90177979/to-catch-upwith-amazon-google-shouldjust-give-away-home-minis-to-every-americanhousehold-says-analyst
16 McKinsey: “Where machines could replace humans--and where they
can’t (yet),” July 2016 https://
www.mckinsey.com/
business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/
where-machines-could-replace-humans-and-wherethey-cant-yet
17 “Cooking: from Full-Time
Job to Hobby,” Human Progress, 22 June 2017 https://
humanprogress.org/article.
php?p=98
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Key figures

150 million users

The diet coach app MyFitnessPal has 150 million users
in 2018.12

25 %

25% of French Millennials use an app to track exactly what
they eat. 13

Smart fridges

In July 2017, 3% of fridges sold in France were smart models.14

Smart speaker

30% of American homes have a smart speaker like Amazon
Echo and this number should exceed 70% in 2022, according
to Morgan Stanley.15

73 %

73% of restaurant activities could be automated according to
McKinsey Consultants.16

In the kitchen

American households spent 6 hours a day in the kitchen in
1910 compared to 90 minutes in the 1960s and less than 30
minutes today.17
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Source : GFK 18

Time spent on cooking per week
3,7h — South Korea

India — 13,2h

4,9h — Turkey
5,2h — Brazil
5,4h — Germany
5,5h — France
5,8h — Sweden
5,8h — Mexico
5,8h — China

Ukraine — 13,1h

6,4h
All
countries

5,9h — USA

South Africa — 9,5h
Indonesia — 8,3h
Italy — 7,1h
Spain — 6,8h
Russia — 6,5h
Canada — 6,4h
Australia — 6,1h
Poland — 6,1h

5,9h — UK
5,9h — Belgium

Argentina — 6,0h
hours per week

Different food crises and scandals have
resulted in growing consumer distrust. They
want a return to fresh, raw products and the
“home-made” style. But modern lifestyles
do not have time for everyday cooking.
Technological solutions are therefore being
developed to “help” the consumer in the
kitchen, to make things easier, save time and
give advice on balanced meals. As much
to answer the famous question “what’s for
dinner tonight?” as to simplify things for
those who believe they don’t know how to
cook. How far will we go in delegating these
tasks?
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Diet coach apps

The generalisation of smartphones and the development of apps dedicated to personalised diets have resulted in the emergence of “virtual
coaches”. These apps monitor your calorie intake every day by manual
identification in a database or scanning product barcodes. The most common one is MyFitnessPal which has 150 million users in different countries.
It also recommends physical exercise and can be linked to activity trackers like the Fitbit or Jawbone to calculate the daily energy balance (calorie
intake minus calories burned). With the Foodvisor app, simply take a photo
of your food and image recognition software evaluates its nutritional value.
Other apps guide their users towards healthier food and help them
devise balanced meals. They suggest recipes to suit the food preferences
of family members and their specific requirements (intolerances, allergies,
possible pathologies, food to avoid for religious reasons, etc.) and produce
a shopping list. Apps like Youmiam can also use products already present
in the fridge reducing waste.
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Increasingly
smart domestic appliances

In the 1950s, domestic appliances like pressure cookers, then food processors and even microwaves radically changed the life of the “housewife”
(as it was essentially women who were responsible for cooking at the time).
Today, these appliances are becoming “smart”. Online, they play the role
of cooking assistants, like the Cookeo Connect multicooker and the Actifry
fryer by Seb. They communicate with the dedicated app which monitors
every stage of the recipe on a smartphone or tablet using photos and
videos, and informs you of how the food is coming along. Smart ovens
mean food is cooked at the right temperature thanks to internal cameras
that identify the food, like the one launched by Electrolux in 2015 or the one
by the American start-up June, and they can even be remote-controlled.
Samsung has developed the Family Hub fridge. The touch screen on the
door means you can buy shopping online and arrange a delivery.

Connected domestic appliance
@SEB Group

Cookeo connect,
connected domestic appliance @SEB Group

But the development of smart domestic appliances is only the first stage.
The next one is their interaction within an ecosystem, called the Internet of
Things (IoT). From Silicon Valley, Innit is a technological platform that operates like a hub, controlling various smart household appliances. It also
suggests personalised menus to suit the food preferences and specific
diets of each member of the family.
In France, telecoms operator Orange and the Seb group are currently
collaborating to create an IoT platform open to start-ups to develop APIs
(Application Programming Interface) based on the Apple app model.
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3D printing: the future microwave?

3D printing has already been used in confectionery and chocolate-making for several years, to personalise products (logos, names, figurines,
etc.) using devices like CocoJet from 3D Systems, Procusini from German
company Print2Taste or the Magic Candy Factory from British firm Katjes.
Given the investment they represent and their occasional use (weddings,
birthdays, events), these printers are first and foremost designed for professionals (chocolate-makers, bakeries, restaurants). They are sources of
creativity and head chefs are starting to use them to create spectacular and surprising platforms, like Dutch chef Jan Smink at his restaurant in
Wolvega.
However, printers to make basic everyday meals, like Foodini in Spain,
have not yet reached people’s home kitchens. They need ingredients that
are already prepared and have the consistency required for printing. And
the printed items then have to be cooked. So they do not really save time,
particularly as the printing speed is still quite slow...
Medical nutrition apps seem more promising. 3D printing is being tested
in hospitals and rest homes to create meals for people suffering from dysphagia (difficulty swallowing). German company Biozoon Food has developed the Smoothfood concept. Ingredients are turned into a paste then
printed on a surface to create their original shape, that of a chicken thigh,
for example. This is made possible thanks to an edible gel that enables the
extruded paste to take on a three dimensional form.

3D Printer – 3Desserts Graphiques, L’impressionante

Several research programmes are hoping to create food with customised
nutritional content (enriched in calcium, vitamin D, salt-free, gluten-free,
etc.) through 3D printing. We could imagine that they will also be for healthcare organisations, rather than private customers.
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Services including ingredient or ready-meal
delivery

Household appliance manufacturers and start-ups are starting to work
with ingredient and ready-meal providers. In the United States for example,
Innit has signed a partnership with meal kit (a service delivering boxes
containing all the ingredients needed for several recipes). Similarly, Tovala
is a regular oven and microwave that combines optimised cooking with a
ready-meal delivery service.
Advances in household appliances may be tending towards digitally-assisted home cooking but ready-meals are improving in quality as low
temperature cooking and cold pasteurisation preserve product quality
(“Secrets de cuisine” from Marie in France), high-end frozen food (Babette’s
Kitchen in New York and Eat Local in Seattle) and flash freezing (Zoni Foods).
Amazon is exploring MATS technology (microwave-assisted thermal sterilisation), initially developed for the American army and launched on the
market by the start-up 915 Labs (Amazon says it discovered the company
at SIAL Paris 201619). This technology preserves the flavour and texture of
dishes without refrigeration and is particularly suitable for deliveries. It also
helps reduce the cost of ready-meals.
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2011

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

- Siri

- Alexa
- Amazon
- Echo

- Cortana

- Google
assistant

- Google
- Home +
Echo show
- Amazon
EchoDot
- Ding Dong

- Invoke
- Amazon
Echo
- Djingo
- HomePod
- Tmall
Genie

Chronological launch of voice speakers

The arrival of artificial intelligence

They are accompanied by an entire ecosystem of apps and can be used
to control household appliances (like preheating the oven or setting the
coffee machine), dictating a shopping list, ordering a pizza, choosing a
wine or even following instructions to cook a recipe. Nearly 30% of American
homes already have this type of speaker. At the 2018 Consumer Electronic
Show, Whirlpool presented several domestic appliances that integrated
Alexa and Google Assistant functionalities.
The arrival of artificial intelligence (AI) will certainly explore this further.
Online shopping giants use it to try to predict (and therefore anticipate) customer desires. Alibaba’s recommendation algorithm, called “E-Commerce
Brain” is regularly updated for each person visiting the website according
to their previous purchases but also how they browse, their comments on
forums, their favourites and their preferences (price categories, brands,
etc.) and the purchasing behaviour of millions of other website visitors. For
its part, Amazon has filed a patent called “Predictive Restaurant Ordering”.
The AI would be based on the person’s diary, their tracked activity data,
their previous orders, etc. to predict when they would like a burger or sushi.
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Robots take bars and restaurants by storm

Progress in robotics combined with the advances of artificial intelligence
(AI) have generated robots capable of making dishes, or at least accomplishing certain preparatory culinary tasks.  Californian company Miso Robotics has created Flippy, a cooking assistant fitted with a camera, sensors
and AI software, which can cook burgers at the right temperature and put
them in buns. It is currently being tested in one of Caliburger’s restaurants
before being rolled out more extensively.
The Ekim start-up has designed the pizza maker robot Pazzi with three
arms. It only takes 4 minutes and 30 seconds to make a pizza. Californian
company Zume has also developed a pizza maker robot. It uses big data
and AI to anticipate the number and types of pizzas that will be ordered.
The pizzas are then prepared in a central kitchen and cooked in a truck on
the road to shorten delivery times even further.
The Sally robot from Chowbotics, a sort of automatic vending machine
combining customisation and fresh ingredients, makes salads on request.
Spyce Kitchen, invented by former MIT students, has opened its doors in
Boston. This entirely automated fast-food restaurant produces bowls of
food in a few minutes at affordable prices. In Japan, where the shortage of
manpower keenly affects the restaurant industry, the Connected Robotics
start-up is developing a kitchen robot to make takoyaki (small ball-shaped
snacks filled with octopus, a popular street food speciality).
In beverages, Café W runs two coffee shops in San Francisco where customers order from a tablet and watch a Mitsubishi robotic arm make their
cappuccino or macchiato.   The start-up has already designed a more
compact “coffee shop in a box” which can be installed in offices and universities. The Tipsy Robot, in a casino in Las Vegas, can make up to 120 customised cocktails in an hour.  Similarly, Barmate Infinite from French company
Blendbow is a cocktail machine that can make one of 300 pre-configured
recipes or create its own recipes.
This first generation is focused on relatively simple tasks, but robots will
certainly improve over the coming years. For example, Sony is collaborating
with researchers from the robotics, artificial intelligence and automated
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learning department of Carnegie Mellon University in America to develop a
cooking robot. It will be capable of managing complex and varied tasks for
preparing and delivering ready-meals, handling fragile and oddly shaped
materials and carrying out complex tasks. London firm Moley is working on
robotic arms capable of reproducing the movements of a chef, that can
produce a dish from a library of recipes.

Connected arm
Photo credit: Romain GAILLARD/REA

They may be fascinating to customers in these restaurants but robots
are already arousing fear amongst fast-food employees (nearly 5 million
people in the United States) as demonstrated in 2018 by the Las Vegas casino
employees who threatened to strike. Robots don’t need breaks, never get
sick and never strike... Their productivity could compete with manpower.
Their designers highlight the fact that these robots mostly execute dangerous (like getting pizzas out the oven), tough (cooking steaks in suffocating
heat) and repetitive tasks. They reassure that there is no objective for robots
to replace staff; they are there to work alongside their human “colleagues”
(concept of cobots). And they are expensive. The purchase of a robot is a
serious investment (100,000 dollars for Flippy, 500,000 for Pazzi). They can be
useful in fast-food, particularly in roles that suffer from a high staff turnover
because of the arduous work conditions. In China, the e-commerce giant
JD.com is planning on opening 1,000 restaurants completely run by robots
by 2020 which will serve 40 dishes from the country’s different provinces.
The robots will also be used to prepare dishes for home delivery, and
robots are already being used to deliver pizzas to customers in several
cities like San Francisco or London (Starship and Marble delivery robots).
But it is unlikely that they will appear generally in traditional restaurants
where tasks are less standardised and guests are looking for a real discussion with the staff and chef.
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The obstacle of personal data

Beyond the price, another of the difficulties of using smart household
appliances is the risk of hacking. At a conferenced dedicated to hacking in
2015 in Las Vegas, a Samsung smart fridge was hacked as a demonstration.
It was only a simulation but in March 2018, diet coach app MyFitnessPal had
to admit to a leak of data from its 150 million users. Health and nutrition app
data is also regularly sold to third parties without the individuals clearly
being informed.
Since their launch in the United States, smart speakers have also generated doubts, particularly around the fact that they can “listen” to private
conversations without being invited to take part20 . Finally, the use of data
from social media and messaging software (like WeChat) to improve predictive algorithms brings to mind a “big brother” situation that could provoke rejection from some consumers.
Already, 51% of French people are worried about the quantity of their personal data companies have :

% of people worried
about the quantity
of their personal data companies have
72 %

Poland

65 %

Chile

60 %

United States

Source : Kantar TNS 21
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An AI assistant connected to the user’s diary,
social media, exercise and health/weight
targets suggests recipes in the morning
depending on the weather and other criteria.
It chats with the user and recommends
different solutions and dishes from raw
products to dishes to reheat. It then orders
the ingredients that are delivered directly
and helps with the recipe or configures the
household appliances to reheat the dish
correctly.
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Example of dialogue between the AI “butler”
assistant and his owner.
- Hello. As your friends Charles and Isa are coming to dinner tonight, would
you like me to order the ingredients for your favourite dish chilli con carne
and the wine that Charles liked the last time they came? Unless you want
to watch the France match, in which case I can have pizza delivered for
8.45pm at half-time as Deliveroo has a special offer on the latest creations by its robot-chef.
- I’d rather have a pizza please as I don’t fancy cooking tonight.
- Got it! According to your exercise data, you are allowed to eat a Four Cheese
pizza if you walk for half an hour this lunchtime and climb 12 floors by this
evening. Otherwise, I would recommend the Regina pizza. Following your
discussion on WhatsApp 3 weeks ago, I suppose I should order a glutenfree pizza for your friend Isa? Also, her Instagram status indicates that she
is following a #VegiChallenge this month.
- Oh yes. I’d forgotten about that... Please find something suitable for her.
- Remember that you have a 10km race on Sunday. Shall I plan for pasta on
Saturday as usual?
- Okay but can you find a sauce that’s a little different?
- I’ll use the SuperChef app to find a new sauce recipe that takes only 10
minutes with your Smart Cooker.
- I trust you. Surprise me. However, remember to fill up on Amazon MATS
dishes please. Next week I’m really busy at work and I’ll be too tired to cook
when I get home.
- Consider it done! Shall I get the magnesium-enriched ones to keep you
going over this busy period at work? And with a little vitamin D, given the
weather conditions for next week...
- That’s perfect. You always know what’s best for me! You’re so attentive!
- Thank you! Anytime...you’re making me blush!
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In contrast with these ultra high-tech
innovations, we can also imagine people’s
reactions:
• Restaurants with a sign of a crossed out robot to indicate “Here the food
is prepared by people” along the lines of the «home-made” food logo.
• Some “high-end” establishments employ staff at reception and for
conversation whilst robots do all the cooking.
• Private sales and exchanges of «home-made” and artisan conserves
develop but represent marginal volumes compared to new mass-produced ready meals (like vinyl records resisting digital downloads).
• Restaurant and catering labour unions use hackers to render robots useless (On the model of the luddites revolt in 1780).
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Looking forward

The start-up Habit uses genetic tests to
produce a personalised report on how the
body reacts to food, provides tailored advice
and even delivers personalised ready-meals.
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Key figures

2 billion

Of the seven million people living on the planet, two billion
are overweight or obese.

13 % of adults

13% of adults (11% of men and 15% of women) were obese in
2016. 22

1/4 of the world’s population

If the current trend persists, nearly a quarter of the world’s
population will be obese by 2015 and half of the United
Kingdom and the United States. 23

1/8

The rise in obesity is coupled by an increase in certain
diseases like type 2 diabetes. 9% of the world’s population
were concerned by this in 2017. By 2045, the number could
reach 12% or one in every 8 people.

Pharmacy

In the early 20th century, yoghurts were exclusively sold in
chemists.

2%

In 2017, 2% of new products on the world’s markets contained
probiotics. 25
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Diabetes

Today, diabetes affects nearly 10% of adults in China and
Portugal, 11% in the United States, 13% in Mexico, 16% in Kuwait
and Malaysia, 18% in Saudi Arabia, 23% in New Caledonia. 24
number of millions
of people with diabetes
(source : FID)

2017

2045

16

+ 156 %

41

82

+ 84 %

151

Middle East
and North Africa

39

+ 72 %

67

Central
and South America

26

+ 62 %

42

North America
and the Caribbean

46

+ 35 %

62

En Europe

58

+ 16 %

67

West Pacific

159

+ 15 %

183

World

425

+ 48 %

629

Africa

Southeast Asia

source : Euromonitor

For 25 years

For nearly twenty-five years, we have been witnessing an
increase in type 1 diabetes amongst children and teenagers
in many countries including France.
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Thanks to epidemiological studies and
medical advances, the connection between
food and health is becoming better
understood. What Hippocrates and Chinese
medicine believed has now been proven
scientifically. Since then, there has been a
great temptation to use
nutrition to prevent and even
cure certain diseases, even
to design food that is close
to medicinal. Designed for
certain categories of the
population or for specific
health issues, products
like these are already on
the market and others
are in development. Over the longer term,
completely customised diets to meet
personal nutritional requirements are
being envisaged, not without raising new
ethical concerns.
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Fortified food

For a long time, regular products like milk or breakfast cereals have been
enriched with calcium, magnesium and vitamins (vitamin D in particular), salt is enriched with iodine to fight nutritional deficiencies particularly
amongst children and in certain developing countries.
Products are starting to appear on the market with new promises. After
drinks that give you energy (such as Red Bull), there are now those that help
you sleep thanks to melatonin, relax with valerian or cannabis (in American
states where authorised) and even concentrate (like IQ energy bars).  

Food dedicated to specific populations

Some products from pharmaceutical and food industry partnerships
are designed for sick or sensitive people, for pregnant women and for
different ages of life. Food designed for seniors and the dependent elderly
are a booming market. They can, for example, be enriched with proteins to
fight deficiencies which are a frequent issue with the elderly, have a suitable texture for easy swallowing or be designed for eating without cutlery,
for people suffering from Alzheimer’s.
Research programmes are ongoing to fight cognitive decline and the
occurrence of neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s which, with
the ageing population, will affect a growing number of people, particularly in developing and emerging countries. The positive effects of introducing polyphenols, flavonoids, vitamins, omega-3s and particularly docosahexaenoic (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic (EPA) acids into diets have been
demonstrated. In 2013, Nutricia (Danone) launched Souvenaid, a yoghurt
drink enriched with vitamins and nutrients designed on the results of MIT
research (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), aiming to increase the
production of new synapses and restore connections between areas of
the brain. For the moment, it is only being sold in a few countries and must
be used under medical supervision. For its part, in China Nestlé released
a milk powder under its Yiyang brand designed for the over 50s, to fight
cognitive decline.
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Functional food

Diet can play a role in the appearance of pathologies (cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, cholesterol, certain cancers) and it can also play a preventive role, thanks to so-called “functional” food. For example, phytosterols from plants are added to margarines, oils and yoghurts because they
help reduce the level of “bad” cholesterol (LDL) in the blood by lowering its
intestinal absorption (when they are eaten regularly over several weeks).
Probiotics are living micro-organisms that, when eaten in sufficient
quantity, have a positive effect on health according to the WHO definition
(help bowel function, stimulate the immune system, etc.) The Lactobacillus
and Bifidobacterium genera are the main ones in yoghurts and fermented
milks. Global probiotics sales (including food supplements) grew from 30.4
billion USD in 2010 to 39.9 billion in 2016 and are mostly bought in Asia:

Retail value of probiotics by region, 2016
$ US million, constant exhange rates
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In China, the market for yoghurts enriched with probiotics has exploded.
Probiotics are increasingly added to drinks (waters and fruit juices) and
even to crisps.
Fermented foods such as kombucha, a drink made with fermented black
tea (thanks to a fungus) in China, kefir, another fermented drink from the
Caucasus Mountains which can be made with milk or fruit, and kvass,
made in Central Europe and very popular in Russia made by fermenting
rye bread, are a natural source of probiotics. A traditional element of the
regional diet, often with a long history, these drinks have recently been
launched by start-ups in developed countries. They have been such a success that major groups (like PepsiCo) have purchased some of the startups and developed their own brands. They currently occupy a big section
of the drinks market in the United States, for example.

Kombucha drink
Yerba Kombucha brew,
Vigo, CRUZ GROUP INC.

Organic fruits kefir
Le Labo du Moulin
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Vegetables can also be lacto-fermented (like sauerkraut) and naturally
rich in probiotics, like Korean kimchi. Variations of pickles are sources of
innovation in several countries.
However, the effectiveness of probiotics added to food does not generate consensus. Several studies question it, notably because 99.9% of probiotic germs do not survive the stomach’s gastric juices and therefore
have no effect as they pass through the intestines, there where they are
supposed to colonise bacterial flora. Toxicity risks have also been singled
out with kefir and kombucha.
Prebiotics are another direction for developing functional foods. They
are non-digested plant fibres that feed bacteria already in the digestive
system (there would then be no need to eat food enriched with probiotics).
The RestorBiome research project is developing new generation prebiotic
molecules that could be integrated into cereals and dairy products.

Different regulatory frameworks
for different countries

The market launch of a functional food depends on authorisations from
the competent authorities like the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) in
the United States and the EFS (European Food Safety Authority) in Europe.
Health claims which describe the food’s (or ingredient’s) role on the body
or how it will reduce a health risk are also governed by these authorities,
particularly in Europe which in 2006 voted a ruling whereby these claims
are only approved if they are supported by a high-level scientific dossier.
Said claims are very difficult and costly to validate. Subsequently, all health
claims concerning probiotics were rejected and Danone abandoned its
authorisation request for its Activia and Actimel claims in Europe, having
obtained authorisation in Switzerland and the United States. This regulation
is first and foremost designed to protect consumers and avoid the sale of
products like chewing gum that is supposed to protect people from cancer. Other countries are more open to functional foods, like Japan which
relaxed its authorisation system 2015.
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27 FEILLET Pierre,
“Vers une alimentation personnalisée ? ,” Vigie Alimentation, Analytical note n°10,
October 2016.
28INRA SCIENCE & IMPACT,
Microbiote, la révolution
intestinale, SIA 2017 Press Pack
http://presse.inra.fr/Dossiersde-presse/Microbiote-la-revolution-intestinale

Food and health:
are customised products
the future?
Towards personalised food
The role of the microbiota

Recent discoveries about the role of the intestinal microbiota suggest the
possibility of designing personalised food, perfectly adapted to the nutritional requirements of a specific individual. Made of 100,000 billion bacteria
belonging to some 200 different species, it weighs no less than two kilos,
more than our brain, which is why researchers sometimes consider it to
be an organ in its own right, an organ whose many functions are not completely known. Like fingerprints, the intestinal microbiota is unique to each
person. It plays a direct role in digestion but also regulates or carries out
various physiological functions: barrier effect against pathogens, maturation of the immune system, energy collection, appetite regulation and
lipid storage, etc. It communicates directly with the central nervous system. New techniques (metagenomics) have helped sequence and identify
all the genes of all the bacteria present in the human digestive ecosystem
within the context of two major studies: MetaHit in Europe (completed in
2012) and the Human Microbiome Project in the US (completed in 2013) 27.
Intestinal microbiota disturbances are involved in many pathologies:
chronic inflammatory bowel disease, hypercholesterolemia, high blood
pressure, cardiovascular diseases, hyperglycaemia, type 2 diabetes, allergies, even - although it is unverified - neurological and neuropsychiatric
afflictions like autism, depression or even diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The microbiota also plays a role in obesity: the microbiota of obese
people, characterised by its low diversity, is different from the microbiota
of thin people, which is rich and diverse. These observations are still very
general; the role of one or all of the bacterial families is yet to be clearly
identified 28 .
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The role of the microbiota in certain pathologies
Neurological disease

source INRA
dossier SIAL 2017
http ://presse.inra.fr/
Dossiers-de-presse/
Microbiotela-revolutionintestinale

Atherosclerosis
Liver disease
Certain diabetes
Obesity
Gastro-intestinal disease

Research is yet to determine which foods encourage a “good” microbiota,
except those rich in fibre (fruit, vegetables, cereals, etc.). Yet products and
services are already plentiful in this niche market. The Israeli start-up
DayTwo, using research from the Weissman Institute in Tel Aviv, has developed a method for predicting a person’s glycaemic response to food or a
combination of specific foods based on the genetic analysis of their microbiota and other clinical factors. The result of the analysis is integrated in an
app that provides a personalised score for each food (or combination of
foods), from A+ to C-, and suggests the most suitable menus.
The app developed by DayTwo
source DayTwo https ://
www.daytwo.com/blog/
daytwo-announcementdaytwo-and-mayo-cliniccollaborate-to-bring-thefirst-actionable-health-solution-based-on-gut-microbiome-to-the-us-market/
29 MULLIN Emily, “Gut Check:
Scientists are Wary of AtHome Microbiome Tests”, MIT
Technology Review, 24 March
2017 https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603900/
gut-check-scientists-are-wary-of-at-home-microbiometests/

These services must be approached with caution. Many researchers
believe that the scientific knowledge is not thorough enough to suggest
reliable recommendations29 . People who have tested several services
have observed that diagnostics can be contradictory, or their advice finally
comes down to common sense (more fruit and vegetables, less sugar, etc.).
Furthermore, the microbiota is not a stable element; it changes over time.
As analysis takes several weeks, it may have already changed by the time
the services have been personalised.
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The link between genes and nutrients
Nutritional genomics

Source
https ://www.futura-sciences.
com/sante/
dossiers/genetiquenutrigenomiquevotre-assiette-1570/page/5/

Nutrigenomics
The effect of food
on genes

Nutrigenetics

Consequence ofpeople’s
different genetics

The spectacular progress in mapping the human genome has opened
up new perspectives in health and, more recently, nutrition. The demonstration of a diet’s influence on genes (nutrigenomics) and different individual reactions to nutrients depending on the genome characteristics
(nutrigenetics) have opened the doors to food customisation.
For example, more than one in ten people have a genetic variation that
means less efficient folate “intake” from food and therefore a higher risk
of cancer and cardiovascular illnesses. These people must therefore eat
more folate-rich foods, like green vegetables. Similarly, lactose or glucose
intolerances that are genetically caused could be objectively detected
very early by analysing the genome and managing suitable diets. Starting from these observations, several companies are proposing genetic
tests accompanied by nutritional recommendations. The most popular,
23andme, detects amongst other things an intolerance to lactose or provides your “genetic weight”. But many others have also focused on the link
with food. Start-up Vinome selects wines and the British coffee shop chain
Vita Mojo creates menus for your genetic profile and Jenny Craig includes
a genetic test in its weight-loss programme.
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30 AMERICAN COUNCIL ON
SCIENCE AND HEALTH, “Home
DNA Kits Lack Accuracy,” 2
April 2018. https://www.acsh.
org/news/2018/04/02/homedna-kits-lack-accuracy-12782
31 FOURNIER Tristant / POULAIN
Jean-Pierre. “La génomique
nutritionnelle : (re)penser les
liens alimentation-santé à
l’articulation des sciences sociales, biomédicales et de la
vie,” Nature, Sciences, Sociétés, n°25, vol.2, 2017, pp.111-121
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The Californian start-up Habit goes even further. For 299 dollars, it sends
out a kit with everything you need to do blood tests, DNA samples (which
may reveal the presence of a variant of the FTP gene that has a correlation with excess weight and the risk of obesity), a questionnaire for measurements, weight, habits and food preferences and a nutritional drink. A
partner laboratory analyses the level of glucose, triglycerides and cholesterol before and after you drink the drink. All of the results join a data analysis platform which determines the person’s nutritional requirements and
generates personalised diet recommendations. Certain food sensitivities
(caffeine, lactose) are also highlighted. The particularity of Habit is its complete package: a session with a diet coach to explain the results, possibility of linking the results with other smart devices like a Fitbit (exercise and
calorie data) and above all, a personalised meal home delivery service.
The Campbell Group invested 32 million dollars in Habit in 2016.

There is, for now, a low level of interest in this kind of services in developed
countries (only 14% of French People, 21% of Brits and Americans would be
interested) but this interest is higher in emerging countries : 45% of Russian,
51% of South-East Asia residents and 59% of Chinese may be tempted.

However, the effectiveness of genetic tests has been contested by scientific publications which show that they are coming down to 40% “false positives”30 .Furthermore, the determinist vision of nutritional genomics is being
challenged by progress in the study of epigenetics. According to epigenetics, genes are controlled by a series of factors that the (nutritional, psychological, emotional, etc.) environment can activate or deactivate. The
genome is very stable throughout the life of a person, but the epigenome
is rather variable and changes throughout a person’s life. This reduces the
significance of genetic testing and advocates a broader approach, one
that includes social and anthropological factors31 .
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32 “Scientists develop tiny
tooth-mounted sensors that
can track what you eat,”
TuftsNow, 22 March 2018
https://now.tufts.edu/news-releases/scientists-develop-tiny-tooth-mounted-sensorscan-track-what-you-eat

Food and health:
are customised products
the future?
The limits of personalised nutrition

The development of tailored food on an industrial scale faces many difficulties: the extensive initial medical diagnosis and the time it takes to generate the results, the need to regularly reproduce this diagnosis to measure
any developments, confidentiality of the data (genetic in particular) collected, production costs for small quantities of personalised products, etc.
It is therefore unlikely that we’ll see this type of product on supermarket
shelves in the near future. Customisation will develop more through menu
suggestions over a week, delivery of balanced meals (made from fresh
products), services that not everyone will be able to afford. New social (and
health) inequalities may therefore appear between those who will have
the means to buy these services and those who will continue to eat mainstream products.
As the line between food and medicine blurs and the role of health prevention played by food becomes clearer, the role of healthcare insurance
comes into question. In France, some functional
foods like gluten-free products are already refunded by the national health service if justified by a
doctor’s note. In the future, particularly in countries with private healthcare insurance, will we
see insurance companies adjust their premiums
depending on their customers’ diets? Customers
could be “supervised” by calorie-control devices
and machines that measure food eaten... Researchers at Tufts University School of Engineering
recently miniaturised sensors so they could be
installed on a tooth. Connected to a smartphone,
they can transmit information about glucose, salt
or alcohol intake32 .
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Additionally, won’t food medicalisation eliminate social and cultural
elements and standardise dietary habits? What happens to sharing and
conviviality if everyone has to follow their own diet or only eat food specially designed for them?
Finally, honing scientific knowledge of the health benefits of a particular
food or nutrient and formulating increasingly pertinent and personalised
recommendations does not mean that individuals will be willing to follow
these recommendations to the letter. Currently, it is already established
that a Mediterranean diet (fruit, vegetables, fish, olive oil, etc.) is healthy
and yet the people who follow this diet are far from the majority (even in
Mediterranean countries, where people have slowly distanced themselves from it!). The many aspects of eating, starting with pleasure, sociability,
cultural traditions and standards but also economic constraints, influence
behaviours which are not always governed by reason.
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33 Today, some companies
refund analyses of the sick
to improve their medical
diagnosis.
34 The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act
prohibits employers or health
insurance companies from
using a person’s genetic information to make employment
or health insurance decisions.
But that law does not apply to
long-term-care insurance, disability insurance, or life insurance. So your genetic information—a risk of early-onset
Alzheimer’s, say, or breast
cancer, for example—can potentially be used against you
when you’re seeking these
types of insurance. https://
www.consumerreports.org/
genetic-testing/at-homegenetic-test-kits-what-youneed-to-know/
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Elements in 2030 scenarios
• Smart objects will measure «in real-time” what a person eats and analyse
the nutritional composition (calories, nutrients, allergens, etc.). They warn
the person when their recommended daily limit is reached or inversely
when a deficiency occurs. Everything is tracked more simply and practically than when the person has to scan barcodes of the products he eats
or take a photo of his plate every time. But we could also imagine that
people exasperated by these warnings remove the implant after a while,
try to trick it or even tamper with it.
• Lisa’s smartphone or smartwatch will send a message to her at 4pm as
it knows that she often craves at that time for junk food and gets it from
the vending machine: “Lisa, you should get a piece of fruit. An apple is
recommended for your DNA profile. Please avoid bananas.”
• In the United States, health insurance companies will refund microbiota
analyses to improve preventive care33 .
• In the United States, a 20-year mortgage will not be granted to a person because of information revealed by a genetic test 5 years previously
which showed a predisposition to type 1 diabetes34 .
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Weak signal

To guarantee the quality of food products,
Carrefour will generalise the use of
blockchain in its quality lines. A QR code on
the label will retrace the entire journey of a
chicken, from its hatchery to its position on
the shelf, including farming, feed, care and
slaughter.
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36 Kantar Worldpanel http ://
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Key figures

5.6 million

The Yuka app has been downloaded
by 5.6 million users (September 2018) 35 .

8 % of french people

8% of French people use interactive apps to understand the
composition of the products they buy 36 .

74 %

74% of American consumers look for information on the web
through their smartphone, tablet or PC when the packaging
information is not clear enough for them37.

500 000 products

The Open Food Facts database has nearly 500,000 products
listed in 141 countries38 .

40 billion $

Food industry fraud costs over 40 billion dollars a year 39 .
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Globalisation and the growing complexity of
production chains are increasing the risk of
serious health crises and facilitating fraud
(e.g.: horse meat lasagne). Major industrial
groups admit that they don’t know all their
third-tier suppliers.
In addition, the boom in organic and local
products assumes a level of trust in the
production methods used (no pesticides
for organic products, etc.) and the different
intermediaries. Various technological
solutions are used to guarantee product
traceability from field to fork and provide the
consumer a transparent view of production
and farming conditions.
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The demand for transparency:
a universal aspiration
(developed / emerging countries)

Today, food is facing a real crisis of confidence: 77% of French people
believe that there is a probable risk of food being bad for their health. This is
less the case in some countries like UK (49%) or the US (55%), but much more
in Southeast Asia countries (85%) and in China (91%). (Kantar, Food 360TM
201840).
Only 33% of Americans completely trust the food system41 . Similarly, after
various scandals like milk with melamine, in 2016 40% of Chinese consumers
considered food safety a “very big problem”, compared to 12% in 200842 .
Labels (organic, AOC, IGP, Label Rouge in France) and claims on packaging partly reassure consumers but it is not always the case. Nearly half
of American feel they do not have enough information on a product after
reading its label43, eand only 15% trust the “all natural” claim44 .
Beyond the nutritional composition, consumers want to know more
about the social and environmental aspects. 70% of Americans want more
transparency about corporate sustainable development practices45 . They
also want more precisions about the origin of raw materials and ingredients. Finally, growing sensitivity to animal welfare leads to questions on
livestock farming, transport and slaughtering.
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Charities and NGOs played an important role in this growing demand
for transparency. Over the last ten years or so, they have been particularly
active in denouncing practices they deem to be harmful (like Greenpeace
with the deforestation caused by palm oil) or false claims and misleading
packaging (similar to Foodwatch). They increasingly use the name and
shame technique but also recognise groups that have made the most
progress (for example the Good Farm Animal Welfare Awards organised
by CIWF - Compassion in World Farming).
Faced with these new transparency demands, various tools have been
developed, initially by these charities but increasingly by industrial manufacturers and distributors who are showing they have nothing to hide and
want to develop an open dialogue with their customers.

Open door operations

As a solution to this mistrust and often to assuage consumer curiosity,
food groups sometimes open their factory doors. In France, Fleury Michon
for example launched its #comeandcheck campaign welcoming consumers, bloggers and journalists at its surimi factory. Some of them even
went to fish pollock with the company’s boats in Alaska. Afterwards they
posted their videos on social media. For its IMadeThis (CestMoiQuiFabrique)
operation, Nestlé invited customers from a free draw to visit 5 of its 24 production sites in France in an original way: they could work in production
alongside the group’s employees. In Denmark, cooperative Danish Crown
offers people the possibility of visiting two of its slaughterhouses.
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The use of QR codes

Apps created by independent organisations or charities have developed
to offer consumers more information than the labels provide, like Open
Food Facts in France (a collaborative project similar to Wikipedia launched
in 2012) or GoodGuide in the United States (created in 2009). Today, their
databases contain hundreds of thousands of product references and
information is easy to find by scanning the barcodes with a smartphone.
Some support this information with a scoring system that assesses the
nutritional quality (Yuka in France) or social and environmental aspects
(HowGood in the United States).
Similar initiatives are being taken by industrial companies themselves, to
stay one step ahead of any criticism that may come their way.

Source Tetra Pak
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Smartlabel in the United States

In the US at the end of 2015, the Grocery Manufacturer Association
launched the SmartLabel initiative. Consumers can scan QR codes with
their smartphone to access detailed information (nutrition, allergens, GMO
content if it’s not required by the label). In June 2018, around fifty major
companies adopted it and the smartlabel appeared on 28,000 products.
But this initiative needs stores to have WiFi (which is not always the case)
or install terminals where consumers can scan the products without using
their smartphone.
In China, to meet health concerns about dairy products, the “Adopt a
cow” company gives customers a unique QR code so they can watch “their”
cow 24/7 on a webcam. They can also visit their cow at the farm.
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Tracking codes

Hershey is working with Sourcemap which provides an interactive map
for tracing ingredients right back to where they were grown and manufactured and for videos (for example harvesting cocoa beans in Ghana).
IDS Foods Marker: «Terroir Passport», IDS FOOD

Tracking codes on packaging also provide additional information. Customers of Aurora, one of the main food firms in Brazil, enter the code on
the milk carton to find out about every stage of production and quality
control, from milking in the cooperative to the product leaving the packaging factory. German brand Followfish federates a network of fishermen
and organic fish farmers throughout the world, for sustainable fishing. With
their tracking codes, consumers can track the itinerary of their product,
the date the fish was caught, the identity of the fisherman and the name
of the boat. In the United States, the codes on Quinn snacks mean that the
consumer can trace every ingredient back to the farm and see photos of
the production methods.
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Augmented reality

Augmented reality is a technique where a 2D or 3D element is inserted
in real-time in a real image. The real environment is “augmented” by a top
layer of information and the most popular example of this is the game
Pokemon Go. This technology is starting to be used in the food industry to
design augmented packaging, like the Lactel Max milk carton for children. By focusing a screen on the front of the packaging, over 40 different
contents (quizzes, videos) are accessible with fun information about recycling and the quality of dairy products.
Similarly, the Poult group in collaboration with the Pasteur Clinic, Arterris
and start-up Ubleam have developed a “smart biscuit”; an interactive logo
on the packaging is animated to give the consumer information about the
product and its ingredients.
VOS SUPPORTS IMPRIMÉS
EN RÉALITÉ AUGMENTÉE

Paper On, EASYCOM
“Paper on” application
to visualise content
in augmented reality
(packaging for example).
The customer/user
can then “virtually”
handle the product (3D),
with demo videos,
tutorials, etc.

6 / Easycom / Document Confidentiel / Tous droits réservés
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The Mars Food group, the Transparency-One platform that maps the
entire supply chain and visualises the data, SGS which collects and checks
this data’s exactness and Blippar, a tech company specialised in augmented reality, have launched an app that scans the back of a packet
of Uncle Ben’s Basmati rice to see the rice’s journey in augmented reality,
from paddy field to plate, and learn more about the sustainability initiative
adopted by the farmers that grow the rice.
The limit to these initiatives resides in the fact that they require downloading the dedicated app. The “supermarket of the future” revealed at
Milan Expo in 2015 and made a reality by Coop Italia in the Bicocca Village
shopping centre in the same city has augmented reality labels that do
not require a smartphone. In the fruit and vegetable section, for example,
simply place your hand above the product to instantly see its place of origin, the number of calories it contains, potential allergens, a complete list
of raw materials and their origin, and even the product’s carbon footprint
thanks to a technology developed and patented by Carlo Ratti, architect
and MIT professor (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).
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Virtual reality

Open days and factory tours are a fantastic tool for transparency, but
are not always possible for safety reasons and because they are complicated to organise. Virtual reality is starting to be used to create a similar
experience in a fun way. Coca-Cola offers a 360° virtual tour of its bottling site in Grigny. Visible with a virtual reality headset via an app and QR
code, the film is also available to everyone on YouTube on a smartphone or
tablet. McDonald’s in England launched the “Follow our footsteps” project
so people can follow the chain’s farmers, suppliers and teams. Nescafé
uses virtual reality for tours of one of its coffee plantations in Brazil.
This technology may be a way of opening the “black box” of the food
industry. However, if it is only used for one stage of the production chain, it
can create frustrations. Furthermore, consumers must have VR headsets
or go to an exhibition or another similar event to enjoy the experience.
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46 Définition de Blockchain
France https ://blockchainfrance.net/decouvrir-lablockchain/c-est-quoi-lablockchain/

Transparence
et traçabilité,
impératifs de demain
Blockchain and its perspectives

Blockchain is an information storage and transmission technology that
is decentralised, transparent and secure. By extension, blockchain represents a database containing a record of every transaction between its
users since its creation. This data is secure and public. It is shared by its
different users with no intermediary, which means anyone can check the
validity of the chain. The first blockchain appeared in 2008 with the bitcoin
digital currency, but possible applications are very varied46 . In the food
industry, it helps fight fraud, quickly shows the path to the root of any health
issues, recalls the products concerned more efficiently and also provides
consumers more information.
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Example of blockchain used in tracking tuna
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Carrefour has launched the first food blockchain in Europe in nine of its
quality lines, starting with its Auvergne chickens. The label has a QR code
that can be scanned by the consumer indicating the location and type
of farm, the name of the farmer, the type of feed (without GMOs, soya or
cereals), labels and even the slaughterhouse.
American retailer Walmart has also set up a blockchain system in collaboration with IBM and trialled it in May 2017 on a packet of sliced mango.
Thanks to this technology, the teams found the Mexican mango farm in
2.2 seconds compared to 6 days, 18 hours and 26 minutes without the system. In China, e-commerce giant JD.com also uses blockchain to trace
the production and delivery of several products including frozen beef. In
March 2018, the audit and certification firm Bureau Veritas launched Origin,
a food traceability solution built around blockchain that uses inspections
(in particular, competent people who enter data in the system but also in
the field) and tested it on tuna fishing in the Pacific.
Stakeholders are coming together to define the necessary standards for
sharing this information. In August 2017, Walmart, Kroger, Nestlé, Unilever,
Tyson Foods and other major American food groups met with IBM to create
the Blockchain Food Trust, to set up standards and create “the equivalent
of FedEx for tracking food products”. At the end of 2017, Walmart, JD.com
and IBM created the Blockchain Food Safety Alliance China.
Many start-ups are also focusing on this area. Californian company
Ripe.io helps the Sweetgreen fast-food chain control the quality of its fresh
products, starting with its tomatoes. British firm Provenance is promoting
brands that commit to ethical sourcing, fair working conditions, sustainable development and quality criteria. It signed a partnership with the
Soil Association, the leading certification organisation for organic products
in the United Kingdom, guaranteeing respect for organic specifications for
a brand of bacon and providing consumers information about production.
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Similarly, Viant is working with the WWF (World Wildlife Fund) to guarantee
responsible fishing practices off the islands of Fiji.
Transparency is becoming a major differentiation tool for brands and
has led to positive cooperation between the different links in an industry.
Blockchain has its limitations, however, like the cost of developing the technology, app and packaging which, divided between the different industry stakeholders, can remain quite reasonable (about 1% surcharge on the
final product). The often mentioned energy-intensive nature of blockchain
concerns the public blockchain primarily and is not a challenge for private
blockchains.
Blockchain supposes that data cannot be falsified once in the system
but it does not guarantee that they will be correct at origin. Entry errors
and even fraud can still occur (an organic farmer can declare no use of
pesticides): it’s the GIGO effect (garbage in, garbage out). This technology
does not dispense with inspection in the field by an independent organisation. Finally, it may be hacked as has already happened several times with
Bitcoin.
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Genetic tests and scanners

Other tools are used to guarantee product authenticity. Given that half of
the restaurants surveyed in Spain serve fish that is not the species written
on the menu47, AZTI-Tecnalia researchers developed genetic tests as part
of the European FOODINTEGRITY project. These tests are also capable of
detecting the presence of Robusta coffee in Arabica coffee.
Similarly, scanners that can analyse food on a molecular level using
near-infrared spectroscopy are currently being developed, like those by
companies Scio and Tellspec. They are capable of detecting allergens
and will perhaps tomorrow be able to assess the presence of pesticides
and therefore if a product is organic or not, like the prototype from Israeli
start-up Inspecto.

DNA FOIL, SwissdeCode
Kit for detecting the origin
and composition of products
(organic, protected origins,
allergens, etc.).
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Future scenarios
• At the supermarket, scanners using infrared spectroscopy are available
for checking the nutritional qualities, pesticide content or freshness of
products.
• In restaurants, digital tablets with menus offer the possibility of clicking to
watch videos about where ingredients come from, how they are grown,
harvested then brought to the kitchen, or how the animals are treated.
• Transparency extends to include new criteria:
—

the share of added value that comes back to each stakeholder (similar to the “C’est qui le Patron” initiative),

—

working conditions of farm and food industry employees,

—

transport distance and duration (for animal welfare and carbon footprint)

• personal AI assistants are configured to select products according to criteria previously defined by the consumer and make the necessary verifications. It is therefore no longer necessary to scan products or watch
videos or read documents.
• A blockchain hack (upstream) results in a huge health scandal and discredits this technology. Citizen groups organise themselves to go and
inspect production in fields and factories, like the Participatory Guarantee
Systems used in the organic sector and Community-Supported Agriculture (CSA) in China or India48 .
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